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Introduction1. 

As data throughput of mobile terminals is increasing 

and their communications band is expanding, many mobile 

terminals are now capable of processing document, image 

and movie files that are usually processed on computers.

Mobile terminals, such as cell phones and smartphones, 

have potential to be a business tool, replacing laptops. There 

are two reasons for that. One reason is that with growing 

concern about information security, more and more cell 

phones and smartphones are being equipped with the remote 

lock function to prevent leak of information from stolen 

or misplaced phones. The other reason is that the remote 

access function, as well as the emergency contact function, 

is drawing attention as part of measures against the new 

flu pandemic or the earthquake disaster, which is projected 

to have a serious impact on business activities. The remote 

access function allows the user to do his or her job accessing 

an office computer from anywhere.

Under these circumstances, we have concluded that there 

is growing demand for a mobile terminal function that 

allows the user to view documents in an office computer 

on his or her mobile terminal securely. And, we have 

developed document viewer software for mobile terminals, 

GT-Document or GT-Doc for short.

Overview2. 

The GT-Doc system consists of the GT-Doc server that 

converts documents to images and the GT-Doc viewer, the 

client application that acquires the images from the server via 

the Internet and displays them on a mobile terminal. GT-Doc 

hereinafter refers to the GT-Doc viewer.

The GT-Doc viewer runs on the so-called third generation 

(3G) mobile terminals of NTT Docomo, KDDI and SoftBank 

Mobile including iOS (iPhone/iPad) and Android devices. 

Fig. 1 shows how document images are displayed on a mobile 

terminal.

Fig. 1   GT-Doc viewer showing a document image.

Quite many recent models of mobile terminals come with 

other company’s document viewer. But most old models 

don’t. The GT-Doc runs comfortably on such old models, 

which are often low in throughput. As of April 22, 2011, the 

GT-Doc supports some 400 models of those three carriers 

mentioned above.
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Since most mobile terminals are equipped with image 

processors, it is easier for mobile terminals to handle image 

files than document files.

Table 1    Japanese mobile network operators, their service 
brands, applications, application platforms and the 
number of phones on which our GT-Doc viewer works.

Carrier NTT Docomo KDDI SoftBank 
Mobile

Brand docomo au SoftBank

Application i-appli EZ appli S! appli

Platform DoJa, STAR BREW MIDP

Number of 
supported models

179 128 89

Table 2    Global smartphone platform providers, their platforms 
and the versions of platforms on which our GT-Doc 
viewer works.

Provider Apple Google

Platform iOS Android

Supported versions 4.x 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.0

Just like other applications for mobile terminals, the 

GT-Doc can be launched from the mobile browser. Clicking 

on the link on the web page, the program is downloaded 

and at the same time installed or started (Fig. 2). Therefore 

GT-Doc can be integrated with web application or system.

Fig. 2   Launching GT-Doc viewer from hyperlink in a browser on 
a mobile phone.

Even if a mobile terminal does not have a document 

viewer, the user can download the GT-Doc and view various 

types of document files, provided the user has signed up for a 

service package comprising the GT-Doc. For details about the 

services, see below.

Table 3 shows the document and image file formats 

viewable on the GT-Doc as of November 27, 2009. 

Table 3   Supported document formats on GT-Doc viewer.

Application Extension

Microsoft Office doc

xls

ppt

Microsoft Office 2007 docx

xlsx

pptx

Adobe Acrobat pdf

Fuji Xerox DocuWorks xdw

JustSystems Ichitaro jtd

JustSystems Hanako jhd

(Plain text file format) txt

(Versatile image file format) jpeg

jpg

gif

png

The GT-Doc is also compatible with the Net Print Service 

by Fuji Xerox. The GT-Doc can output a document to a multi-

function printer at one of the 7-Eleven stores in Japan.

The communications between the viewer and the server is 

encrypted and the documents are transmitted as images. That 

makes it difficult to sniff the data on the network or copy and 

paste them on the viewer. Also, the viewer does not save the 

document images on a nonvolatile memory or a disk. That 

eliminates chances of leak of the documents as image files 

either.

Technology3. 

System configuration3.1 

Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the GT-Doc system. 

As mentioned above, it is a client-server system. The 

GT-Doc server consists of the document conversion server 

(hereinafter referred to as conversion server) that receives 

a request to view a document directly from the viewer and 

the document conversion engine (hereinafter referred to as 

conversion engine) that converts a document to an image, 

controlled by the document conversion server. The conversion 

server, besides controlling the conversion engine, acquires 

documents from other servers and manages print reservation 

with the Net Print Service.

Mobile terminal

Internet

GT-Doc viewer

Net Print Service

GT-Doc server

Document conversion server

Document conversion engine

Fig. 3   The structure of GT-Doc system.
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Document conversion engine3.2 

Besides converting documents sent from the conversion 

server to images, the document conversion engine processes 

converted images. For example, it crops a part of a document 

image.

We will f irst talk about the processing to convert 

documents to images. The conversion engine has its original 

document processing application and printer driver installed. 

On the application program, it looks like a virtual printer 

exists. The virtual printer prints a document as an image via 

the application. That creates a document image. The quality 

of the document image is as good as that of a computer 

printout of a document. The document image thus acquired is 

then returned to the conversion server. The conversion server 

saves it in the cache temporarily.

Next, we will talk about the processing of a part of a 

document image. When the user chooses to move, enlarge or 

reduce a document image on the GT-Doc viewer, the GT-Doc 

viewer requests the processing server for the area of the 

image to display. Upon receipt of the request, the processing 

server sends the converted document image to the processing 

engine again. The processing engine crops the requested area 

from the document image, reduces it in area size if necessary, 

and returns it to the conversion server. The conversion server 

sends this cropped image area to the GT-Doc viewer.

For the cropping and reducing, we use the very high speed 

codec1) we have been developing. While reducing the load on 

the conversion engine, it achieves the image with quality and 

data size that best suits display on a mobile terminal.

Document conversion server3.3 

The conversion server has Web APIs for our or your web 

systems and viewer applications.

The conversion server sends and receives documents and 

converted images to and from the conversion engine, sends and 

receives cropped image areas to and from the GT-Doc viewer, 

and manages the conversion engine states relating thereto.

The conversion server is also responsible for transmission 

of original documents. The server downloads a document 

from an external web server or uploads a document to the 

Net Print Service.

As a common protocol, HTTP(S), is used for data 

transmission, the GT-Doc system can link with the Net Print 

Service and other web services and other service providers 

can integrate the GT-Doc system into their systems.

Fig. 4   The data flow in the GT-Doc system.

GT-Doc viewer3.4 

The viewer receives document images from the conversion 

server and displays them on the mobile terminal display. Using 

the arrow key, the user can move the image up and down and 

right and left. Number keys are used to enlarge or reduce the 

image, turn and return to the page, and move to thumbnail of 

the page list. The menu has options to reserve the Net Print 

Service, cancel the reservation, and display Help.

On most mobile terminals supporting touch panel 

operation, the above operations can be done by a touch panel, 

which allows intuitive operation.

It is ensured that the GT-Doc runs on diversified mobile 

terminals. The GT-Doc is designed to keep no data at all. 

These are the key features of the GT-Doc.

Evaluation4. 

This section provides the result of performance 

comparison between the GT-Doc and other companies’ 

document viewers installed on cell phones and smartphones.

Reproducibility4.1 

Fig. 5 shows the images of the same PowerPoint file 

displayed on the GT-Doc and a viewer built in a mobile 

terminal. The image on the built-in viewer has changed from 

the original in layout and design. The image on the GT-Doc 

is true to the original.

GT-Doc viewer

Document 
conversion server

Document image

Document 
image

Original 
document

External web 
service

Document 
conversion engine

Fig. 5   Fidelity comparison between GT-Doc viewer and PDF viewer pre-installed on the mobile phone, SH905i.

Original (PC screen)

Upset table layout and garbled text

Difference in 
appearance

No display

Color shift

Built-in viewer in SH905i
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Speed4.2 

Fig. 6 shows the measurements of speeds of downloading a 

document and displaying it. We used a PDF file of a one-page 

A4 size document with approximately 1 MB. We measured 

the downloading time (blue) from when the start link of the 

GT-Doc is clicked to when the document image appears on 

the screen. We also measured the opening time (dark red) 

from when a page is selected on the thumbnail screen to 

when the image of the page appears on the screen.

As shown by Fig. 6, it is apparent that the GT-Doc is better in 

download speed and opening speed than other document viewers.

Fig. 6    Speed comparison with GT-Doc viewer and other 
document viewers (a blue portion: downloading time, a 
dark red portion: opening time).

Product example5. 

 beat Keitai Remote Service5.1 

The beat Keitai Remote Service is provided as an option 

in Fuji Xerox’s beat/basic Service. It is the first service that 

incorporates the GT-Doc system.

For the beat/basic Service, an appliance server built by 

Fuji Xerox called beat-box is installed in the network of 

the client company. Keitai Remote Basic system is linked 

with the beat-box and makes it possible to view on a mobile 

terminal emails and files saved on the beat-box. The GT-Doc 

is used to display documents attached to those emails and 

document files saved in the shared folder on the beat-box.

 Keitai Remote Mail Access NS/ES5.2 

While the beat Keitai Remote Service targets small and 

midsize firms, the Keitai Remote Mail Access NS/ES targets 

midsize and big businesses. We launched this service on 

December 3, 2009 as our original service.

While the beat Keitai Remote Service is connected to Fuji 

Xerox’s beat-box, the Keitai Remote Mail Access NS/ES is 

connected to IBM’s Lotus Notes Server and Microsoft’s Exchange 

Server to enable sending and receiving of emails and viewing and 

editing of schedules on mobile terminals. The GT-Doc is used to 

view the files attached to emails and schedules.

GT-Document for Dropbox5.3 

GT-Document for Dropbox is distributed via iTunes App 

Store and Android Market as a free application running 

on iOS and Android devices. This application behaves as 

a file browser (or a file manager) and a document viewer 

and enables you to browse a file list and the content of a 

document file in your share folders on Dropbox which is one 

of the largest online storage service in the world.

Conclusion6. 

The GT-Document provides an environment in which 

documents on an office PC can be viewed securely at home 

or any other remote locations. Books and newspapers are 

expected to go digital further. And it will become a way 

of life to view documents on mobile terminals. We will 

continue our effort to narrow differences in function and 

appearance between documents on a PC and those on a 

mobile terminal. We will also seek to improve the viewer to 

be a user-friendlier program that makes the most of the user 

interface specific to mobile terminals. 
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